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When her husband dies, aging Miss Helen begins to fill her home in the remote South African
bush with strange sculptures made from beer cans and old headlights. A local clergyman and a
young woman visitor try to decide whether Miss Helen's peculiar art is an outpouring of creativity
or an outbreak of madness.An incandescent drama by South Africa's most celebrated
playwright.An L.A. Theatre Works full-cast performance featuring Julie Harris, Amy Irving, and
Harris Yulin.

About the AuthorFounded in 1947, Hal Leonard LLC has become the worlds largest source of
music performance and instructional materials, with a catalog of over a million products in both
physical and digital form. They represent many of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time
and publish and distribute works from all genres of music for all styles of musicians and
ensembles.
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Niki Collins-queen, Author, “Thought Provoking and Stunning. Home sweet home: a place of
love, refuge, and memories. For Helen Martin's it was also her life, her work and her Mecca. In
the play "The Road to Mecca" Athol Fugard explores the question: Should we leave our Mecca,
our spiritual fountainhead, when we can no longer take care of ourselves? The conflict between
the three strong willed characters Helen, Elsa and Pastor Marius explores the question in the
light of different religions, cultures, genders, ages and environments. Fugard said the play was
suggested by the life and work of Helen Martins of New Bathesda, South Africa. The real Helen
from age 50 to 75 transformed her house into a personal universe that enters the realm of
archetype, symbol and metaphor. The house, furniture, windows and walls became a
kaleidoscope of colored glass. In her garden she constructed over 200 figures: owls, Biblical
figures, Buddhas, and ancient gods and goddesses. One South African scholar described her
work as one of the most stirring experiences of his life and another called her one of South
Africa's artistic geniuses. Fugard in his play shows Helen's creations as a glorious, makeshift
oasis of creativity and life force and Elsa, his character, sees Helen as an example of freedom
and transcendence. One powerful scene is when Helen, seated in her Mecca with dozens of
candles playing off glittered walls and mirrors, tells Pastor Marius "I can't reduce my world to a
few ornaments in a small room in an old-age home." The effect is stunning. The play is thought
provoking and gives few answers. Helen is alive when it ends. Sadly, in 1975, the real Helen
committed suicide. She drank caustic soda and died after three days I solitary agony. Her will
included complex instructions listing in detail the ritual disposal of each of her sculptures. But
today her home, known as "The Owl House" has been proclaimed a national monument and is a
mecca for artists and tourists.”

Grace Bradshaw, “Not your average love story. From a single photograph and an intriguing look
at an Afrikaner’s sculptures, Fugard explores both the cost and the triumph of being true to
oneself in a conventional small town.  The characters are richly textured and eloquent.”

Louise mitchell, “Worth reading. I read this to consider if it was worth giving as a performance. It
most certainly is.  I liked it a lot.”

Pietra van der Walt, “Quite a play. I don't read a lot of plays, but this one is Inspiration, humorous
and filled with the light we need to seek!”

Jethro 27, “Great!. A good perspective on how creativity helps humanity not only survive, but
thrive! I fell in love with the characters and the easy to read writing. :)”

Manhattan, “A beautiful reading. This is my favorite play.I saw this in New York decades ago. I
saw twice when it was on Broadway in 2012. It's wonderful to have this record of Amy Irving's



performance. As much as I love the play itself, one of the most thrilling parts of it was seeing
Irving in it.”

The book by Alexandra Fuller has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 23 people have provided feedback.
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